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A Girl as Brilliant as FREEDOM – by Lakisha
There once was a girl as brilliant as the sunshine. She lived in a broken home but her story is not one of
scars.
Her family was filled with emptiness and she was always trying her best to ensure her life would be a
success.
But the cruelty of monsters told her different and she had a change of heart.
Love and joy suddenly was something complex.
It was a secret the world confused.
The abuse was controlling.
She thought her strength was a weakness.
The warmth of her laughter died. The sweetness of her happiness disappeared.
The girl was a vessel of lost dreams but beauty looked different to everyone and it came as pain to her.
The pain was beautiful like a cold angel.
And then she was a storm of wonder. She thought if she could escape the bully that was revenge she’d be
ok.
That the wrong shine she’d been carrying will turn right.
That the numbing silence wouldn’t feel this way. If she could fight and survive this breakdown…
If only someone had spoken out about forgiveness earlier this girl as brilliant as sunshine wouldn’t have
seen a future of sirens but one of…
FREEDOM
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MOM!
I lie awake at night
thinking of all the words
(the words you say)
you talk to me
as if I was 2
do you see me?
I cried for help
at the age of 5
and you let everything go by
as if how I felt was a lie
but now you sit here
and you cry and ask me why
why do you cut
why do you get high
why do you hate coming home
I cut to know I am alive
I get high to escape my reality
I hate coming home
because of the word
(the words we say)
but I still love you with all my heart
-F.W
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Cassidy
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A Poem About a Bird
Life is weird, you know. It’s like a story filled with too many overwhelming plot
twists. And tragedy seems to be the most overused twist of them all.
I mean, one second you’re crossing the street with your mom, hand in hand
and then you’re staring up at the blue sky. You don't remember the sky being
so blue or the clouds looking so fluffy. And all you can hear are shouts and
screams for help. For someone to call an ambulance. You wanna reach out and
say: “Mom! It’s okay, stop yelling, I've never felt this happy, this calm before.”
But you can’t.
You see, one second you’re sleeping, dreaming about some unicorn farm and
the next second you can’t breathe or see because someone’s on top of you and
you can’t breathe and your lungs burn. Red and yellow spots appear behind
your closed eyes and you’re getting weaker and weaker with every kick. Until
your lungs can’t bear it.
And then one second you’re flying, the blue sky stretching and surrounding
you. And then you see food. And you’re flying and then suddenly you feel pain.
Because between you and the food is a window pane. And you think you’ve
broken a wing or you’re dying, you can’t tell the difference. But that’s life.
A whole bunch of plot twists. One day you’re free and then the next second
you’re not. But a life without tragedies is a lie. It hurts to know that one second
you know someone and then the next second they’re gone.
Life is weird. But I’m pretty sure you already know it. You see, one day you’re
you, you’re here, and then you’re not. It hurts but it’s the truth.
-

Lakisha
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Broken Beauty
By
-Shaylee-

Home is where the heart lies,
Where love and laughter gleam.
Broken family, fight, forgive,
But more than that, dream.
There is beauty in strength
And there is strength in pain,
My life story, bitter sweetness
In the numb warmth, I change
My future, the life I lead, with success
On my shoulders like a cape,
Hiding my real feelings,
Home is my secret escape.

BROKEN by Lauren…
Broken hearted, bitches barking a bunch of bullshit, beautiful beaches blazing
before beating up vases worth nothing, but blind bats flying become blunt
balloons basically barbaric barbed wire… at a banquet people babble and bleed
not knowing that there is beer in their cups, drink too much to drink you blow out
blunts but never satisfied with yourself so you belch big balls. LISTEN to your
daughter bleeding buckets of hot blood from her wrists but mom doesn’t care
while her daughter drinks bleach from the bath, her mom screams in disbelief
looking at her now dead beautiful daughter floating in a bath full of bleach….
Coward was so oblivious and naïve
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Am I: what do you see?
Am I bright?
As bright as the dog star Sirius?
Am I loud?
As loud as an angry person protesting police brutality?
Am I beautiful?
As beautiful as a shimmering dragonfly?
Am I wrong?
As wrong as an answer on a test you tried to erase?
Am I overwhelming?
As overwhelming as boiling water in a kettle on the stove?
Am I?
What am I really to you?
Am I annoying?
As annoying as a horsefly buzzing around your head?
Am I honest?
As honest as life and reality can be sometimes?
Am I sweet?
As sweet as a strawberry lollipop?
Am I sparkling?
As sparkling as glass shattered on the floor?
Am I suffocating?
Yes or no?
Am I?
What am I to you?

- Lakisha
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Unwritten
I never really wrote on how life went. It was always unwritten
and floating around in my head. I would never really say that my
past is the best or even something a kid should go through. I can
tell u I was beaten, I was hurt, abused at the most. I was taunted.
I was small and scared. I was abandoned with no one there. But
that's the past and I'm
Only going to start there.
I would go to school with bumps and bruises. I would get
smacked across the face for my innocence. Scared, calling for
help but no one ever there to answer. Beaten, quietly praying for
an answer, starved. Anxiety got the most of me. Cuts on my
arms and legs, wanting to die. Tried to run away from reality,
doing drugs, popping pills, just asking for a death wish. Crying
myself to bed every night because I'm surrounded by death,
wishing that I would be next.
Anonymous

Dear Mom,
I’m sorry…
For not coming home on time
For making a big mess
So much stress I can’t take back
I never meant to make you worry.
-Lauren
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I.M.
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To the boy I loved

All the girls say you’re beautiful. Like a real-life Greek god.
But they only see the outside of you. The lie of you.
You’re Lucifer, a fallen angel with luminous eyes who takes pleasure in other
people’s pain.
But just like the others I was blind.
I was just a mess.
Vulnerable and filled to the rim with loneliness.
And your lop-sided smile and honey warm laugh made it so much easier falling for
you.
At first I wasn’t so sure but you buttered me up and made me feel loved.
Little by little I found myself thinking of you.
Of all the boys I thought were lords, you were flawless.
My mind was lingering longer on the nights you sung lullabies against my skin.
On your lavender smell even more addictive than liquor.
But your light started to change. Your legend persona was peeling away.
It took me so long to weave my way through your labyrinth of mind games and I
realize now you’ve always been a leech.
It took so long and now that you’re gone, I find myself trapped in limbo with all
the other lost girls like me.
- Lakisha
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Lakisha
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Life by Anonymous
The clouds are as white as the crack you used to
smoke. Your house is as closed as the jail cell you
used to live in. Lungs are as black as the fresh dirt
outside. You’re as skinny as the baby trees starting
to grow.
But life must suck…
Leaving us like the seasons do. Losing money like it
grows on trees. But it must hurt, right? Feeling
angry as a bull about to charge because we grew up
and saw reality. But I'm talking about you as calm as
the tides are in the river. It’s easy to admit I'm tired
of your bullshit. I have to admit though you tried
really hard to make us feel sad as if every day was a
rainy day.

TANKA POEM
I am love confused
I get used, looking for love
They don’t care one bit
These boys need to grow up fast
Before the hearts get broken
-

Lauren
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by Lakisha
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Lauren
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Ashley
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Memories
When I was 6 years old, I watched a man get shot just outside my window.
I remember thinking that maybe they were filming a new TV show in our neighborhood.
And I wished I knew the name.
And I wonder if maybe my innocence was taken away then or after I started to feel like dying wasn’t so scary.

You see, when I was just a baby, still learning, I watched my mom cry.
I remember all the arguments, all the fights, all the violence.
And I had wished upon the brightest star every night that he’d stop tearing my small family apart like it was a useless
piece of paper he didn’t care for anymore.
And I wondered for many nights if God really exists and why wasn’t he saving mom?

When I was alone I found ways to cope when mom wasn’t around.
I remember wrapping a belt around my neck and pulling as tight as I could when spots would invade my vision.
And I wish someone would’ve told me then that she’d come back for me.
I wondered for years if she really loved me and I doubted that love for so long.

When I was 16 years old in my dreams, I saw a family of 4. My mom, my sister, my dog and me.
I remember daydreams and hopes of something so unrealistic.
And I really did wish then that I didn’t see a man die at 6 years old.
Because I wonder if maybe you’d see me as a good kid rather than all my mistakes and maybe then I’d stop trying to
pretend I’m okay.
Lakisha
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She was
When she was a mother,
I remember being her daughter.
And I wondered what went wrong.
And I wished we had an amazing bond.
When she was my mother wondering why I did it,
I remember feeling sorry I didn't mean it.
And I wondered why she didn't prevent it.
And I wished she would have understood it.
When she was my mommy,
I remember only being four.
And I wondered what her side of the story was.
And I wished everything could disappear.
When she was my mom and I grew older,
I remember wanting to disappear, to make her life better.
And I wondered if she would be happier if I were gone.
And I wished that I could disappear.
When she was able to control her feelings,
I remembered it clearer.
And I wondered why everything has changed.
And I wished Allah could save her.
When she was a mother of eight,
I remember not being ok.
And I wondered if I could save her.
And I wished that all of this was a dream, but it wasn't.

By: Rose
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I want to go home and feel the warmth of sunshine on my face. Listen to the laughter escape the
mouths of my beautiful family. I want to walk in a forest to feel freedom so my heart can relax and just
take in the beauty of nature. I want my future to be filled with love and happiness.
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- Lauren

Long journey
My life is like a long journey.
It’s as black as my past that haunts me.
And noisy like my mouth that wants to be heard.
I'm as sad as a girl separated from her sister.
And I'm the one with the loud actions that try and keep me safe.
And the frustration of the fight like a basketball player trying to get the last shot in.
I'm tired of the waiting like kids waiting to be called into the courtroom.

Iesha
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Hostage
His SOUL
As BLA CK as an empty street in the absence of light
As DEFEATED as a single mother incapable of

paying the bills and struggling to feed her family

As EMPTY as a kid waking up an orphan

His CURIOSITY
As THIRSTY as an empty page anticipating to be filled by an author’s words
As UNSATISFIED as a kid who thought was free of being struck by a leather belt that’s wrapped
around his father’s knuckles
As POWERLESS as a kid being thrown in the system with no voice

His CORE
As NOISY as a thousand feet of a stampeding crowd after witnessing a bomb going off
As ROUGH as bare feet that had never encountered the soles of shoes

His VISION
As BLIND as a psycho who left with no remorse of the damage they left behind
As SICK as a homeless man unacknowledged by the U.S government
As RED as a pool of blood which just encountered oxygen

His ESSENCE
As EXHAUSTED as a restless child, petrified of the abuse he might face if he closes his eyes
As DESTROYED as an innocent father who was convicted to life

His LIFE
As DRY as a lifeless leaf crumbling through a hand forming a fist
As LOUD as the screams of an abusive household that the walls can’t muffle
As ANGRY as a person who’s finding out the truth of their own identity which has been hidden
from them their whole life
-Ashton
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I am
Among the ocean
I am the Dead Sea

Among the beautiful rose
I am ugly thorns

between noisy and silent
I am the whisper

between insane and humane
I am the deranged

among the teenage girls
I am the stinging heartbroken feeling felt after the one who
promised to stay suddenly leaves

between too much and too little
I am not enough

among your worst nightmares
I am the forgotten memories.
- F.W
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When I was 8
When I was 8,
I remembered how life was so carefree
And I wish life was like that again
And I wonder if life would be like that again
When I was 9,
I loved my family with all my heart
And I still wish I did
And I wonder if they still love
When I was 10,
I remember I had my first birthday in Montreal
And I wished for the whole world to come
But then I wondered why no one did
When I was 12, everything got bad
I remember how sad I was
And I wished for everything to end
And I wondered if anyone would miss me
Now I am 14,
Awaiting 18,
When life will be happier
Wishing for everything to be better
I wonder how far I’ll go
-

Sy’riah

I am a kind soul
Drowning in this hole
I hope to succeed
And stop smoking weed
Life is too short
I don’t wanna spend it in court.

-Lauren
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Dad!
I’m slowly dying inside from all the tears I’ve cried
(I’ve cried for you)
you look at me
with your stupid brown eyes
you look right through eyes
you look right through me
like I’m not even alive
am I invisible?
I guess I am to you
for some reason I knew
I would always be like
this to you
I wish you were missing me
like I’m missing you
but no matter what I do
I will always be dead to you
sorry dad I’m not the daughter for you
but I still love you with all my heart
-F.W
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I AM…
By
-Shaylee-

Shaylee
Dedicated
My love, N.V.
Pizza, Netflix and cuddles
Spiders, clowns and heights
Love, success and recognition
Pincourt
MEMORIES
When I woke up, In my first foster home
I remember, When I had to go to court for the abuse I went through
And I wish, The memories would go away
And I wonder, The feeling of an older man beating me would go away
When I woke up, In my first group home
I remember, When he made me touch him
And I wish, The memories would go away
And I wonder, If I’m going to heal from the pain
When I woke up, In my first unit
I remember, All the useless crisis girls would have
And I wish, The girls would choose a different way to deal with their
anger
And I wonder, If all the memories are going to go away when I leave
BY. I.M.
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“Missing you”
57577-

I hate the present
Why did you have to fuck up?
And get sent up north
Now we got farther apart
I miss being together

BY. I.M

‘‘B’’POEM
You are a beautiful young lady
Under that bad ass look you
Want everyone to see you as.
You always have this bitchie
Behaviour that you always think
It’s the way you always have to be.
You may be broken inside and
Think everything is bullshit but
If you let people help you be the
Brook-Lynn everyone knows and
Wants to be.
I want you to have all the
Help so you could have
The best future with you being
This big basketball player.
BY. I.M
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It
it’s a nightmare I can’t escape
only to come out at night
waiting for me to fall asleep
it’s a terrifying thought
years of constant fear
no one to help me
why does It want me?
am I different from the others?
I try to hide from It
I'm caught in the monster’s trap
how could I have not realized
It’s all calculated in games it plays
all I feel is fear
I’m going insane as it watches

-F.W
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Monster
Sunshine changes to cold
All she could hear was the cruel laughter
Lost freedom
She’s a broken down beauty
An abused angel
She has scars at home
The wrong life
The monster controls her future
The monster’s siren screams in her head
Her secrets are speaking out
The confused success, brilliant weakness
Happiness changes to pain
She has a strong wonder of her surviving fight
Even with all her pain from the monster’s game
She has a forgiving heart for him
Her love escaped the emptiness of the monster’s trap
But she loves him so she will keep going back.

-F.W
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Shh…
When I was 6 I realized life was shit and so was I.
I remember the first time I cut my wrist my blood so warm and
thick, so much, too much,
and I wish I was like the other girls, pretty, short, and cool but I’m
a freak and that’s all I’ll ever be,
and I wonder if I will ever change.
When I was 12 I started to smoke weed and drink until I didn’t
feel,
I remember the first hit of that joint
and my first drink, I never felt more alive,
and I wish I could stop my demons but they won’t let me,
and I wonder when will all my blood drip out.
When I was coming back to this this little jail,
I remember the water bottle but in the bottle was bleach,
and I wish I never let the bottle of bleach go,
and I wonder if I will ever just let life go.
-F.W
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This Little Girl
I was babysitting a little girl, she was about 5 years old,
I remember going to her room and she was crying about reality and how fat
girls need diet pills, no girls can be loved without makeup, if you’re too tall
or too short you’re a freak and wear those clothes
You’re a slut,
and I wish I could block out the shitty-ness of reality
and now I wonder what to say to this 5-year-old girl,
I was now holding her in my arms trying to make the pain go away,
I remember her asking me “why does daddy hit me to the point I start to
bleed? And why does mommy go out all night and leave me with
grandma?” She has so many questions and I don’t have the answers,
I wish I could take her to a place where she can be happy and feel loved,
I wonder if she will ever escape the horror of this life.
I was starting to cry with her, I was hurting as much as she was
I remember waking up from that dreadful dream because that little 5-yearold girl was me,
and I wish I had a different life, a new body and a new family but I can’t and
I have to live with that but don’t get me wrong I do love my family,
and I wonder will I always be alone or will I find loving, caring people for
me.
-F.W
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I am part, 2
Among the sadness,
I am the pain.
Among the rain,
I am the one to ruin your day.
Among the joy,
I am quite the opposite.
Among the children,
I am the least favorite.
Among the branches,
I am the first to be stepped on.
Among the leaves,
I am the first to hit the lonely cold ground.
-F.W.
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you and I
I think about the life we could’ve had
you and I
I think we could have done all right
but I was scared to have you in my life
What would people think?
What would people say?
I was scared to be judged by everyone
I didn’t want you at first
I was only 14 and you would be a lot of work for me
I couldn’t do it then
but it’s too late now
So now I’ll never hear you call me Mommy.
I’m sorry
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I Quit
no need to ask me why, I just quit
no more tears or sighs
I can’t be the person everyone wants me to be
SO I QUIT
I’m sorry I just can’t keep on doing this game
I don’t have the brain power
I can go all the way up but then fall right back down
so no need to get mad or sad and I don’t care if you’re glad
I quit
and it’s not because I’m weak I just I can’t take it anymore
I need to be free not held down with the changes of my reality
I don’t want to be the freak of the show so I quit
I’m sorry but now I have to go
-F.W
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